America
I hope to see America
As safe as it can be
With police patrolling our cities
But instead there laid off

I hope to see America
As rich as it can be
While prices rise
People get poorer

I hope to see America
As wealthy as it can be
While illegal immigrants come in
American lose the freedom

I hope to see America
As taxes are decreasing as fast as it can be
While they still rise
Our abundance is in the government's hand

I hope to see America
As strong as it can be
With the wars going on
Our face has changed

In my dream for America
I hope to see it as safe as it can be
While Police get rehired
And patrol our cities again

In my dream for America
I hope to see it as rich as it can be
While workers get back to work
And pursue the American dream

In my dream for America
I hope to see it as wealthy as it can be
While the wall is being grown from the desert
Wealth stays in the home of the free

In my dream for America
I hope to see it as taxes are decreasing as fast as it can be
With people going back to work and making more money
The taxes will decrease as fast as it can

In my dream of America
I hope to see it as strong as it can be
To gain back their respect over the world
And gain the land of the brave
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